In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what is another word for the “little canoe made of deerskin” that Bartok used?
Kayak  (pg. 1)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, besides Siberian husky what type of animal did Black Star’s bloodline trace back to?
Wolf  (pg. 2)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, Black Star was named for a star marking. Where was this mark?
Forehead  (pg. 3)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, did the women of Bright Dawn’s village ever hunt?
No  (pg. 6)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, besides loading the heavy seals onto the sled, what did Bright Dawn do to help her father on a hunting trip?
Drive the sled  (pg. 7)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, when using a harpoon, what animal did Bartok hunt?
Bearded seal or seal  (pg. 8)
In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what was the area of icy ridges and mounds that formed between the shore and frozen sea called?
Eewoonucks (pg. 8)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, while Bright Dawn was waiting for her father to finish hunting, what did she read?
School books (p.9)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, who is the narrator or the person telling this story?
Bright Dawn (p. 10)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, who got lost while hunting and the village men went out to search for?
Bartok or Bright Dawn’s father (p.11, 15)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, when the rescuers sighted Bright Dawn’s father, what was he floating on?
Ice (p.16, 18)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, after being lost in the cold and due to frostbite, what did Bartok lose?
All four right hand fingers (p.19-20, 27)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, when Bartok became fearful of hunting and the sea, what did the doctor tell the family to do?
Move away (or move to Ikuma) (p.22-23)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, in Ikuma and after Bartok got well, name the company he worked for?
Empire Canning Company (p.25)
In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what did Bright Dawn own that no other student in her school had?
Dog team (p.26)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, how did Bartok win a pair of beaded mukluks and a new parka?
Dog sled racing (p.27)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what important role did the town of Ikuma play in the Iditarod race?
Check station or checkpoint (p.28)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what did Bill Weiss, the president of the Empire Canning Company and Frank Gibson, owner of the Gem Café, ask Bartok to enter?
The Iditarod race (p.31)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, men enter the Iditarod not so much for the money but for the test of what?
Bravery (p.32)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what was Peter Avakoff hired to help Bartok with?
Train for the Iditarod race (p.34)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, when the training for the Iditarod race started, who did Bartok ask to add weight to the sled?
Bright Dawn (p.34)
In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, how many dogs did you need to finish the Iditarod race?
At least seven (p.35)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, during the Iditarod race other than sickness or animal attacks, how would you lose dogs?
Accidents (p.35)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, because Bartok never learned to write, what did he ask Bright Dawn to do while Peter Avakoff talked?
Take notes (p.35-36)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, during the winter, where was a good place to bring your dog sled and train?
Yukon River or “big river” (p.26, 35, 36)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, during the summer when the snow melted and Bartok continued training, what did Peter Avakoff want Bartok to get use to driving over?
Mud holes (p.36)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, instead of a doctor, who did Bartok ask for medical advice?
Veterinarian (p. 37)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, how many women have won the Iditarod race?
Two (2) (p.40)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, before making the decision if Bright Dawn could enter the Iditarod race and other than being a woman, what concerned Mr. Weiss and Mr. Gibson?
Bright Dawn’s age (p.40)
In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, how many dogs would Bright Dawn start out with in the Iditarod race?
Fourteen (p.41)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, how did Bright Dawn control the team of dogs for the Iditarod race?
Voice commands (p.41)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, for the team leader, who was Bright Dawn’s favorite dog?
Black Star (p.42)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, where did the Iditarod race begin?
Anchorage (p.43)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, to prevent the team dogs from cutting their feet, what did they wear?
Boots (p.46)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what was dropped from planes at the checkpoints?
More food (p.46, 52)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, Bright Dawn meets an old man, Oteg, that was a sled driver. What was his native speaking language?
Eskimo (p.47)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, along the Iditarod trail, Oteg heard sounds he believed to be King Raven. Other than the wind, where were these sounds coming from?
Wolf or leader of the wolves (p.54)
In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what did Oteg believe King Raven was trying to do to the dogs?
Lure them away (p.55)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, before Rainy Pass Lodge on the twisty trail, what happened to Katy Logan and her dogs?
Wrecked or injured (p.58)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what would delay the race?
Bad weather (p.60)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, before going back to Anchorage, what did Katy Logan give to Oteg and Bright Dawn?
Her sled (p.66)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, other than sharp hoofs, what is the most deadly part of a moose?
Antlers (p.72)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what injured the sled dogs Black Star and Sky?
Bull Moose (p.72-73)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, who helped Bright Dawn repair the broken runners on her sled?
Oteg (p.78)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, when Bright Dawn and her team of dogs made a wrong turn onto thin ice, who made the decision as to what direction they should go next?
Black Star (p.85)
In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, what fur color was the leader of the wolf pack? White (p.80, 94)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, who was Black Star’s father? White wolf (p.95)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, during the Iditarod race when returning to Ikuma, how many dogs did Bright Dawn have? Seven (p.97)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, during the Iditarod race at the hometown checkpoint instead of enjoying the excitement, what did Bright Dawn want to do? Sleep (p.99-100)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, after leaving the checkpoint of Ikuma during the storm Bright Dawn took refuge in a deserted cabin. Who also stayed in the cabin? Mother wolf and her puppies (p.105)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, during the Iditarod race while on the Norton Sound and when the weather cleared, what was Bright Dawn and her team of dogs trapped on? Ice floe or drifting island (p.114)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, while Bright Dawn was drifting away from the shore on the Norton Sound, what was her greatest danger? Ice melting (p.116)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, who came on a boat and saved Bright Dawn and her dog team from further drifting into the sea? Bartok or her father (p.119)
In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, in Ikuma Bright Dawn acted more like a “white girl”. In Womengo, what type of girl did she act like? Eskimo (p.122-123)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, where did Bright Dawn place in the finished Iditarod race? Last (p.128-129)

In the book, *Black Star, Bright Dawn*, after the Iditarod race, where did Bright Dawn’s parents want to live? Womengo (p.132)